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BLOCK 20 (continued) the potential effect of terrain conditions on military operations during the battle. In addition, mapping capabilities which existed during the period were also examined for its utility in planning and conducting the battle. ,,,.,' The results of the study are not conclusive, but surely the effective utilization of terrain had a clear, recognizable impact on the outcome. 
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,.~%* Many historians have studied and restudied the Battle of Gettysburg during the Civil War. As a result, numerous conclusions have been reached based upon Confederate and Union force structure, tactics utilized, weapons capabilities, and individual personalities as to the outcome of the battle.
Little investigation has centered on terrain and its possible effect on military planning and operations during the battle.
This study is an attempt to set the stage with respect to depicting the terrain as it existed during the 1860's. Data were gathered using map and aerial photographic analysis, literature search, personal interviews, and quantitative models. Terrain data bases consisting of surface configuration (slope), drainage, surface materials (soils), vegetation, and lines of communication were prepared in order to derive the potential effect of terrain conditions on military operations during the battle. In addition, mapping capabilities which existed during the period were also examined for its utility in planning and conducting the battle. The results of the study are not conclusive, but surely the effective utilization of terrain had a clear, recognizable impact on the outcome. If we were to consider the importance of terrain intelligence or terrain analysis in modern times, we would find that terrain has become and is becoming more and more important to our capability to fight. Most weapon systems and weapons support systems require some form of terrain data to function, i.e., Pershing II, Firefinder, GLCM, cruise missile, etc.
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Consequently, a'though armies during the Civil War did not have these sophisticated systems, the ability to use rifles and artillery effectively depended on the same terrain characteristics as today's systems. Mapping during the period was primarily an art rather than a science.
Consequently, maps were generally a crude pictorial representation of an area and generally reflected lines of communications patterns, such as roads, railroads, urban centers, etc. At best, maps had very little positional accuracy and depicted little or no topographic information, such as elevation and slope protrayed by contour lines. Hachures and form lines depicted the general topographic setting. In general, maps were rare items for many areas of the country and, in cases where they existed, many times they were very small scale. This is the case with respect to Gettysburg. The Adams County map displayed the routes to Gettysburg reasonably accurate and were an asset to planning route movement for the Confederate forces, but was of little value in planning and executing the battle. An appreciation of the terrain could not be obtained through topographic evaluation. Obstacles to movement were not depicted, key terrain could not be selected, fields-of-fire could not be
predetermined, and avenues of approach were limited to road and railroad nets. Consequently, maps of the era were of limited value to the operational level of war and were of minimal value to the tactical level.
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-" ' --... overlapped by the middle secondary red shale and sandstone. This latter formation prevails over the greatest portion of the county, being broken, however, in many places by ridges and dikes of trap rock, which form rough and rocky hills. were also evaluated to verify the data interpreted.
Several data base factor overlays depicting terrain conditions over the area were produced, to include slope (surface configuration), vegetation, surface materials (soils), lines of communication, and drainage. These data are required to determine the resultant impact on the battle, if any. Each factor overlay is discussed independently and describes the characteristics of the terrain feature as they presumably existed during the battle in 1863. In that aerial photographic coverage did not exist during that period, some of the data depicted are inferred based upon tree growth rates and manmade changes. Primarily a farming region throughout history and Gettysburg's location on a slightly rolling plain enabled easy access to the area. So was the case in the 1860's. Primary roads were unimproved, constructed of compacted soils and gzavels, and often became miry during wet periods. Figure 6 shows primary routes extending from Chambersburg, Carlisle, Hanover, and areas to the south. A single rail system served Gettysburg which terminated just north of the city. A rail bed had been prepared paralleling the Chambersburg pike, but no tracks had been laid. This rail cut would later turn out to be a significant terrain factor during the first day's battle. 
Once the factor overlays (data bases) have been compiled, the data are processed through a product synthesization procedure. In general, this process involves using the factor overlays which portray added terrain conditions, stacking one on the other and using a clear piece of overlay material to compile a complex overlay. The complex overlay is merely a coded representation of all the conditions that exist on the factor overlays portrayed on one overlay. This overlay becomes the base from which a package of products can be generated. Mathematical models are applied to the N" quantified data on the complex overlay enabling predictions to be calculated concerning cross country movement, terrain masking, avenues of approach, etc.
SYNTHESIZED PRODUCTS CROSS COUNTRY MOVEMENT
In the normal sense, cross country movement potential would be evaluated for foot, wheeled, or track vehicles. In this case, discussion will concentrate on movement potential for foot troops and wheeled horse-drawn artillery. Foot movement was not precluded due to severe terrain conditions, however, movement would be slowed by dense vegetation and steep slopes. Wet, miry soils would further hamper mobility during rainy periods. Normal rate (2-mph) movement of wheeled artillery is primarily restricted to the existing roads. Off-road movement is moderately restricted by forests, deeply Incised drainage, and steep slopes. Figure 7 evaluates the effect of terrain on cross country movement potential primarily for wheeled, heavy artillery. The purpose of this paper was not to prove or disprove whether a specific terrain factor or series of factors influenced the outcome of the battle. The purpose is to present the terrain conditions as they existed in the 1860's.
The study is to serve as a tool to assist historians in analyzing the battle.
I would conclude that the terrain conditions presented would have influenced and did influence military operations during the battle as they did in other battles and wars. The commander who utilizes the terrain effectively will accomplish the mission successfully in most cases. This certainly was the case for the Union forces. They assumed the "high ground" in a defensive posture making it very difficult for the invasion forces to assault their positions.
